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It's an incredible opportunity to share our ideas, our research,

and our best practices with each other. In that rich environment,

we will trulY "Think, Create, Share, and Grow. "

We're Gonna Make It After All
Laura Pearle I Ipeorle@gmail.com Sara Kelly Johns

LAURA: Whenever I start preparing for a conference,
I feel like Mary Tyler Moore did on that first day

. at W]M: What am I doing here? All those sessions
given by people who know far more than 1...all
those people with programs that are so much more
advanced than mine ... have I been reading the right
books for my students? How behind the curve am I
in terms of e-books and technotools and knowing
which blogs to read and Twitterers to follow?
Even more frightening-Who will I talk to????

This "ismy eighth AASL National Conference and
Exhibition (my first was in Portland in 1997), and
each and every time those thoughts run through my
head. Yet at that conference I met people with whom
I've stayed in touch, people from whom I've learned,
and people I know I'll see in Minneapolis. Every
conference introduces me to new people and new ideas ...
new waysto approach teaching skills and resources ...
new books to share with my students ... new products to
consider. Even better, I come back feeling recharged and
energized, which is perfect in October-the relaxation
of summer vacation has worn off; we're charging into
the school year, and I'm already so far behind on my
projects/reading and then-Ahhhh! Conference.

SARA: Minneapolis and its Twin City St. Paul are rich
with small-town niceness and big-city ambiance. I am

quite like Mary Tyler Moore when I visit a city, and I
know Minneapolis will be exciting. Since I am from a very
small town in the Adirondack Mountains, I look forward
to the chance to fit in an art museum or two, some
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shopping, the Guthrie, dancing to great music, eating
delicious food, visiting the stunning and busy Central
Library with its unique adults-not-allowed young adult
room. Dawn Nelson's article in this issue will lead us
all to the best places in our limited sightseeing time.

So much will be going on right at the AASL National
Conference. It's an incredible opportunity to share our
ideas, our research, and our best practices with each
other. In that rich environment, wewill truly "Think,
Create, Share, and Grow" (the tagline for AASL's
Standards for 21st-Century Learner), adding to our ability to
fulfill the five roles of the practicing school librarian
(leader, instructional partner, information specialist,
teacher, and program administrator) that are featured
in AASL's Empowering Learners: Guidelines for School Library
Programs. We have framed our issue of KQaround those
roles and appreciate Wendy, Dorcas, Francey, Buffy,
and Steven sharing their personal reflections on them.
We've also tied some of the concurrent sessions to those
roles to give you a head start on selecting the programs
that will push your practice and expand your learning.

This issue of Knowledge Quest is part of your preparation
for the conference-the actual on-the-ground
conference in Minneapolis or the virtual conference
that is still being formed at press time. Renee Hobbs's.

"keynote" article is a different lens for school librarians;
though not a librarian, she sees clearly the strong role of
school librarians in media literacy, her area of expertise.
The experience of reading her article will send me to
AASL 20II with a slightly different, sharpened focus.



The articles from the AASL conference chairs help
us understand how preconferences, Exploratorium
presentations, and programs are selected for this
conference-it's a difficult, painstaking job to balance
the wealth of proposals. MA Y that aren't included
could fill another entire conference program! And the
program committee wishes they could do just that. The
technology/social media committee has worked hard
to make sure we don't just attend as onlookers but as
participants. Our learning and sharing will make the
conference so much richer as a learning opportunity. We
greatly appreciate the wise advice of Alice Yucht on how
to make the conference experience more manageable,
friendly, and efficient. And, we have the treat of a third
KQ conference issue illustration (on our cover) by Brady
] ohnson who depicts how attending an AASL conference
in 20II has changed from even a few years ago.

It is quite natural to be awed by the programs
available in any time slot ... and then there are the
rather overwhelming exhibits with the latest and the
best products to experience, vendors to answer your
questions and listen to your school's needs ... and
then in the exhibition hall you can meet authors
you have read about and shared with your students
and colleagues. I truly need to build a new bookcase
to house the autographed copies of books that are
conference souvenirs! And don't forget your camera;
authors will pose with you-a perfect picture to place
inside the cover of tha, autographed book, especially
if it's going to be added to your school's collection!

LAURA: Here are some tips to get over the YIKES!
feeling: Don't be afraid to talk to people (and trust
me, living in New York City you learn not to talk to
strangers). Talk to them when you're in line at Starbucks,
when you're on the bus, before and after sessions. Share
cabs with strangers heading for the same restaurant or
hotel (another NYC no-no!). Introduce yourself to the
presenters and vendors-they won't bite, and they'll be
really happy to meet you. (Who knows? You might get
a great, "Oh , I forgot to mention" tip, or they might
learn something from you.) And do not hesitate to ask
questions or share opinions; you're a valuable colleague
with lots to offer every other colleague at the conference.

It's also OK to be low-tech! My preferred way to take
notes is still pen on paper, usually on decrepit steno
pads that have survived several conferences. In part my
preference is because I can't type as fast as I scrawl, but
in part it's so that I really reflect on what I've heard/
learned as I type my notes later to share with others
(either via e-mail or on my blog). If Twitter, the Ning,
etc. are overwhelming, talk to friends and parcel out

the cyberfconfer ence lstalki ng. Maybe someone staying
in his or her home library can follow the various online
threads, and you can compare real to virtual notes.

Most important: Take care of yourself. Don't feel you
MUST get to every session-if spending a little time
walking around or shopping feels like the best way to
spend your time, do it. Do you have friends in the
area? Don't neglect them! I try to schedule one "non-
conference" drink or meal with local friends and find
it's a great breather in the midst of the whirlwind.

SARA: OK, I'm an over-preparer. Before I leave for
Minneapolis, I want to search the websites and blogs
of the presenters and authors who will be there. I was
the third person to join the conference Ning to find
and share information <http://aaslII.ning.com>. I look
forward to using the Learning Commons virtually
before arriving and in person at the conference <http://
aasl z onlearningcommons .wikispaces. com>. Many
thanks to Buffy Hamilton's technology/social media
committee, the AASL staff, and all the pioneers who
introduced the Blogger's Cafe in Charlotte, paving
the road for our high-tech 20n conference. We will
be connected to information and each other! You
can count on leaving with information overload-
on the wayhome sorting out all the new ideas and
business cards from the new friends you made-and
arriving back in school on a conference high!

LAURA: By the end, I'm tired. My brain is fried. I
feel both excited about all the new things I've
learned and scared/unsure about how I'm going
to implement anything new when I get horne.

But most of all, I-and you-made it after all.
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